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 ,395 1% sage_knight2 v8 gold 32,580 2% This is a good start and the lesson I have learned is that you should always be suspicious of player numbers that are too large or too small. I think that this exercise does give us an indication of whether the game is likely to be profitable for the studio and we have been able to immediately identify some mistakes we can change and potentially boost the revenue
of our game. A: Your studio is not making $700k a month. This is just a game, it is not a business, and it is far, far from the income from Disney's Candy Crush or Zynga's The Ville. Your studio's income is more than likely $200k a month, which is not a huge amount and it certainly isn't going to be a profitable business. My hobby RPG studio did not generate anywhere near $700k in revenue in

2015, and the amount of money I made from my job alone was far greater than this amount. It might be worth mentioning that if you do expect your studio to be profitable, and plan to take a salary, you will need to track it better to ensure that you have enough money to pay yourself. A lot of my players expected to play $3/month because they thought the game was free, and when I explained that it
would cost $10/month, they had an "Oh! It was worth it!" reaction. Not enough to justify the loss of income, but enough that I had to answer them "No, you were paying $0 for it" - their player numbers dropped a lot, and they spent a lot more time on figuring out how to make it work. Your average players will not pay for a game, and will not work hard enough to play a game. They might occasionally

buy a booster to get a legendary faster, but they won't spend a couple of hours a day grinding it. I don't think it's worth getting upset about it. Your game is probably profitable, even if the number you have is a bit below what the industry average is. Q: SQL Server 2008 R2 - Rows with no matches I am performing a SELECT statement that requires I eliminate rows where there are no matches in the
db. I have the following statement: SELECT * FROM tblMyTable WHERE tblMyTable.userId = 5 520fdb1ae7
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